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Welcome to Pistoia
Every season in Pistoia is perfect for a special stay.
The landscape is, in fact, characterised by various
features in such a diverse territory: areas that are distinctly more rural, with orchards, olive groves and
vineyards alternate with protected areas and natural
reserves that include woodlands, forests and marsh
areas, where visitors can discover plants and animals
of great interest.
The climate is temperate, because the Apennine ridge
protects the area from the cold currents coming from
the north-east, and the closeness of the sea helps to
moderate the hot and cold seasons.

Tuscany is
a reach
land
Visitors are spellbound by its enchanting landscapes and
its excellent artistic masterpieces, with splendid examples of culture and history all around. Getting to know
Tuscany, however, does not just mean stopping off at the
most well-known and popular places in the region, but it
also means taking a deep look at the “beauty all around”
in the area that leads you to discover places, which are
more hidden, but often even more surprising.
Pistoia can be a real discovery. It is a city proud of its history and vestiges, which are almost hidden from hasty
observers, only revealing themselves fully to those who
are willing to devote some time. Its past is reflected in
the ancient stones on the roads and in the squares of
the centre, in the colour of its architecture, in the wise
words of its people and in the strong taste of its food,
and visitors can explore a city, which reveals its truer nature, away from the more crowded itineraries. Around
Cathedral Square, rightfully considered one of the most
beautiful squares in Italy, lies a city full of treasures waiting to be discovered at leisure. Near the old churches,
noble buildings and many countless museums, it is still
possible to find Pistoia’s trade and craft shops or you can
sample traditional food in cosy, characteristic surroundings. The city is a hive of activity all year round, with
various cultural events involving visitors with theatre
shows, musicals, guided tours, art exhibitions and literary meetings, and there are plenty of events related to
the local folklore.
Over the years Pistoia has built its development on its
most authentic historical assets: Breda, for example, originally called San Giorgio, which produces and exports
wagons for trains and undergrounds all over the world,
was set up at the beginning of the twentieth century from
the nineteenth-century carriage factories, while the craft

of wrought iron gave rise to the famous art foundries,
and the modern production of musical plates, which are
known and valued by the greatest contemporary musicians, is linked to the tradition of the twentieth-century
master organ-builders, with important names like the
Agatis and Troncis. Lastly, the ancient orchards and gardens in the surrounding countryside have been turned
into modern nursery centres making Pistoia one of the
most famous cities in this field.

Economy
Pistoia claims one of the highest numbers of craftsmen
in the country with its particular productions of footwear, mechanics, textiles and furniture.
From the Middle Ages, the number of manufacturers
and merchants increased and this led to the creation
and development of those special crafts, which represent Pistoia’s typical productions even today.

The Nurseries
Pistoia is a land of ancient cultivation for the production of oil and wine. Olive groves and vineyards
characterise the hilly landscape, while the valley floor
areas are used for nurseries. With 1800 flower-growing companies, Pistoia has gained a reputation in the
Community as the “city of nurseries”. In fact, for some
time now, the area of Pistoia has brought to mind, all
over the world, trees, shrubs, gardens and parks, and
its nursery workers are regarded as world experts in the
production of ornamental plants.
The municipalities of Pescia, Quarrata and Pistoia
are home to over 74% of the flower-growing companies in the province of Pistoia, whilst about 7.261
hectares, 77% of the total area used for flower-growing
in Tuscany is used for producing plants, 13% for the
flower-growing industry (cut green leaves and flowers)
and 10% for flowering house plants.

Metal-working

Furniture

The traditional art of forging metals has ancient roots
in Pistoia. The city was famous for manufacturing
steel weaponry and surgical instruments, copper and
wrought iron production and, from the 19th century
until the present, artistic smelting. Famous worldwide are the cymbals manufactured here according
to an ancient technique which gives them a particular
acoustic quality.

The traditional art of furniture-making focuses particularly on the Quarrata area a few kilometres outside Pistoia where many avant-garde businesses in this
sector are located.

Historical organs
From the beginning of the eighteenth-century through
the first decades of the twentieth-century, two families
of organ craftsmen have been operating in Pistoia: the
Agati and the Tronci. These families have given way to
building mechanical transmission organs. The high quality of their instruments gave birth to a prestigious organ
school known throughout many parts of Europe as well
as overseas. Almost all churches in Pistoia have an Agati
or Tronci organ, many of which, after careful restoration,
still play their music.
The Fondazione Accademia di Musica Italiana per Organo (Academy Foundation of Italian Music for Organs)
keeps this tradition alive through initiatives, concerts,
courses, publications and lessons and looks after historical organs and the reading of musical literature dedicated
to them. The Academy is twinned with the city of Shirakawa (Gifu) in Japan, where a course for the interpretation of organ music is organised every year, an activity
attended by the Emperor and Empress of Japan.
The Academy collaborates with the Universities of
Florence and Pavia for music training courses.

Textiles and embroidery
Many companies work in Pistoia manufacturing household linens and in the surrounding area skilled embroiderers still make prestigious fabrics that are exported and
admired around the world. One particularly well-known
old embroidery style is the “Casale stitch” named after
the village near Casalguidi where it originated.

Pistoia University Campus
The university campus in Pistoia is part of the
Università degli Studi in Florence and is managed by
the Consorzio UNISER. It offers Bachelor’s degree
courses in Tourism Studies, Nursery Gardening Studies, Transport Engineering, Nursing, Physiotherapy,
Obstetrics, and Master’s degrees in Landscaping and
Educational Coordination.

Ansaldobreda
This is the Finmeccanica transport sector company
that constructs large-scale transport vehicles for roads,
railways and underground railway systems (buses,
trains, locomotives, underground trains) and works
with four continents. Some of the cities which have
chosen Ansaldobreda vehicles include Manchester,
Washington, Copenhagen, Lille, Oslo, Atlanta, San
Francisco, Boston, Los Angeles as well as Goteborg,
Ankara, Madrid, and Athens.

Una Società Finmeccanica

traditions
		 and folklore

Pistoia offers many possibilities for those wishing to
explore its millenary history. During the year its illustrious past is recalled by various events, whose roots
lie in the culture of the people of Pistoia, who are still
tied to their warlike and factious past, but profoundly
linked to their rich and hospitable land. The fairs, festivals and commemorations of religious and profane
events make it possible to relive the splendour of ancient rituals with figures in costume or literary, musical and theatre repertoires, which are almost always
accompanied by the sampling of typical dishes made
from the fine products of the land, all washed down
with some good local wine.

The feast of the “Befana”
For the feast of the Epiphany Pistoia welcomes a famous figure for Italians: the Befana. In this city’s version, the sprightly old lady’s broomstick breaks down
and she shelters in the Cathedral belltower. The Fire
Brigade run to her aid with ladder truck and sirens
and mend the broomstick so that she can “fly” down
on it from the belltower and land in Piazza del Duomo, full of children and families anxiously awaiting
her safe arrival.

Feast of St. Bartholomew
In Pistoia this feast, which takes place on 24th August, is dedicated to the children. The square in front
of the old church of San Bartolomeo is filled with toy
and sweet stalls, like Pinocchio’s “Land of Play”, where
children can choose their gift and wear a typical pastry dough necklace decorated with chocolates and
sugared almonds.

Pistoia Blues
Every year, in the first half of July, Cathedral Square in
Pistoia vibrates with notes and excitement on the occasion of the famous “Pistoia Blues” Show, an international
music event, which has hosted artists of the standing of
Bob Dylan, Santana and B.B. King in past editions. The
festival attracts enthusiasts from all over Italy and Europe: the city becomes a crossroads of music and international cultures for three days and is brought to life by
street artists improvising the most varied performances
involving the people from Pistoia and outsiders in a
magical atmosphere.

Giostra dell’Orso
The “Bear Joust” takes its name from the city’s heraldic animal.
The joust takes place in the splendid Piazza del Duomo
on 25th July during the St. James’s day festivities in honour of Pistoia’s patron saint. The four city districts – the
Golden Lion (Porta San Marco), Dragon (Porta Carratica), White Stag (Porta Lucchese) and Gryphon (Porta
al Borgo) – compete in a horseback tournament requiring skill and speed for the Palio, a valuable decorated and
painted fabric standard.
On the day of the event Pistoia seems to be transformed into
a Medieval city again, with a historical procession winding
through the city streets in the morning. Many citizens take
part in this procession dressed in beautiful 15th century costumes, accompanied by drum-rolls and trumpet fanfares to
the special ceremony in the Cathedral. The riders who will
take part in the joust are drawn by lots in the Sala Maggiore
of the Town Hall in Piazza del Duomo.

eating in Pistoia
Flavours and colours
The area of Pistoia has more little restaurants than
big ones, where local dishes are served. These are the
ones with a historical tradition: “il carcerato”, which
was invented in the Middle Ages by those imprisoned
for debt to whom the Council did not pass food and
so had to get by on the entrails of butchered animals,
bread and second-hand vegetables; macaroni with
duck, “biroldo”, a sort of pigs’ blood sausage aromatised
with pine-kernels and raisins, “cioncia”, the food of the
“scortichini” from Pescia, who removed the skin of
butchered animals, omelettes with “zoccoli”, in other
words small pieces of tasty meat, or with “rigatino”
(salt-cured bacon), “farinata” (a sort of chick-pea pancake) with cabbage, Pistoia “fettunta” with wholesome
bread and genuine oil, “migliacci”, fritters made of pigs’
blood, and “berlingozzo”, a typical sweet from Pistoia
served with local “vinsanto” (sweet white raisin wine).

The natural landscape of Pistoia’s mountains area appeals to
our senses, with green expanses and splashes of colour from
the wild berries which are gathered (fully respecting the environment) to make fragrant jams and delicious syrups.
In wintertime many local festivals are dedicated to the
mountains’ tastiest fruits: mushrooms - fried, sautéed or
stewed with polenta (thick maize porridge) - and chestnuts,
which are especially tasty when boiled (ballotti), or sautéed
over a high heat (frugiate). Chestnut flour is particularly
highly prized. It is used to make necci (fritters) which are
cooked on stone slabs and served with ricotta, and castagnaccio, a sweet chestnut cake with nuts and pine-kernels.
These dishes were the only food available for the old
woodmen to survive on in the early 20th century.
When you taste these special dishes in their local area,
you can experience the real flavour and aroma of the
region - the aroma of history.

Chocolate

Oil

The art of chocolate-making finds expression inside the
workshops where master chocolate-makers skilfully
work the cocoa butter to create first class products. The
most refined palates will delight in the wide range of
creams, chocolate and chocolate bars, choosing among
the most traditional or the more unusual flavours.

Olive-growing is an ancient tradition in Pistoia and
the extra-virgin oil still has a homemade flavour. The
carefully selected olives are cold-pressed using stone
grindstones and the oil is placed in large terracotta
jars. This helps to improve the fragrant flavour of this
product, preserving a taste of times gone by.

Pecorino “raw milk” cheese

Wine
Well-known wineries in the Pistoia area produce
excellent red, white and rosé wines from the grapes
grown in the vineyards of the Montalbano and central Etruscan hills. Vinsanto is a particularly prestigious wine and was one of the first dessert wines to
be recognised as a DOC. The area’s restaurants and
well-stocked wine shops offer many opportunities to
sample Pistoia’s wines with traditional local dishes.

These cheese preserves the smell of wood, pastures and
taste of a product made in keeping with traditional
methods, with the natural rennet of fresh milk from
sheep who spand old year round on the meadows of our
mountain. Sheep farming has always existed here and it
has preserved the ancient rhythms of natural processes,
from rising the flocks in the great valleys to the us of fresh
milk and slowly ripening of the forms in “caciaie” (store
rooms) on white wooden tables.

The brigidini
Originally from Lamporecchio, “brigidini” are small
wafers made of egg, flour, sugar and aniseed, cooked using special red-hot tongs. They are said to have been invented by the nuns of Santa Brigida in Lamporecchio,
who made them with leftover host-wafer mixture.

Sugared almonds
Pistoia’s traditional spiky sugared almond “confetti” are
still made using the old manual copper cauldrons (or
“bassine”). These turn slowly with the heat, dropping
water and white sugar over aniseed, according to the old
recipe, as well as almonds, nuts or candied fruits. After
cooling briefly on cotton cloths, the typical Pistoia-style
sugared almonds are ready.

2000 years of history
Pistoia was founded in the 2nd century B.C. as an oppidum supporting Roman troops during war against
the Ligurians. The city stands on an alluvial terrace formed by the detritus of
the river Ombrone. Its name, recorded as
Pistorium, Pistoria or Pistoriae, probably
derives from the Latin pistores, “bakers”, evidently referring to the city’s role in supplying
provisions to the troops. Since ancient times
the Pistoia area has been crossed by transApennine routes and different ethnic
groups must have passed through prior to the founding of the city; this
theory is supported by the recent discovery of a stele and
two Etruscan memorial
stones near Piazza del
Duomo. The city was
very important in Roman times thanks to
its position on the via
Cassia route and, according to the accounts
of Sallustio, the Pistoiese mountains were the
backdrop for the battle
in which Catiline lost his
life in 62 A.D..
Pistoia was most profoundly influenced by the
period of Longobard rule
when it became a stewardship of considerable strategic
and political importance, so
much so that a golden coin
was minted here, the Tremisse
pistoiese. Between the late 7th
and early 8th centuries, the city
was enclosed by the first circle of
walls, remains of which
are still visible in the

immediate proximity of Piazza del Duomo. From the
9th century, the new Frankish rulers lived alongside the
Longobards until the local lords – especially Counts
Guidi and Cadolingi – divided up the territory in the
feudal period.
The arrival of a relic of St. James (San Jacopo) in Pistoia
in 1144 greatly enhanced the city’s role as a resting place
for pilgrims travelling along the via Francigena which
led from Rome to the sanctuary of Compostella.
The second circle of walls, which increased the city territory fourfold, dates back to the 12th century. Despite
this expansion, there were already hints of the disaccord
between the common people and the nobility which
would lead Pistoia to surrender definitively to Florence
in 1401, placing itself under that city’s absolute rule.
Despite this expansion, the conflict between the ordinary people and the nobility reveals the signs of decline
that would bring Pistoia completely under Florence’s
power when it definitively surrendered to that city in
1401. During the 15th and 16th centuries the city was
shaken by the conflict between the Panciatichi, who
were pro-Medici, and their adversaries the Cancellieri,
until in 1538 it was placed under the direct jurisdiction
of the Florentine central power.
The third ring of walls, much of which still exists, dates
back to the 14th century and was fortified during the
16th by order of Cosimo de’ Medici. In the 18th century, the good government of the Lorraines seemed to
wake Pistoia from its apathy thanks to many reforms,
land reclamation and improvements in the road systems. In 1786 Pistoia was the venue for the diocesan
synod called by Jansenist bishop Scipione de’ Ricci, who
was later excommunicated. The city was invaded by Napoleonic troops in the late 18th century and returned
under Lorraine rile with the 1814 Restoration. It was
in the frontline during the anti-Austrian uprisings during the Risorgimento and in 1927 was one of the new
provinces created by Mussolini.

The city from the first to
the third circle of walls
From above Pistoia still has the appearance of a walled
city: the quadrangular perimeter of the medieval walls,
made even more imposing by the Medici bastions,
betrays its military origins and the bellicosity of its inhabitants, who were constantly engaged in defending
their territory contested for the strategic position of the
neighbouring Tuscan cities. If you look carefully at the
plan of the roads and the ruins of ancient stones, you can
still see the remains of the two concentric circles of wall,
which defended the Lombard citadel in centuries gone

by and later the free Municipality. In fact, in the thirteenth century, despite being traditionally linked to the
economy of farming, the people of Pistoia successfully
established flourishing commercial activities, entertaining relations with the whole of the Mediterranean and
developing their city so much that they had to extend the
defence boundary at least three times.
Walking through the heart of the walled citadel today, across the Cathedral square or nearby suggestive Sala
square, it is like regaining a sense of time, a dimension
where you can find yourself and recall colours, smells and
tastes that have almost been forgotten: in the little streets
with their curious names, activities and trades of industrious people resound from a distant past.

The streets and squares
of A. Cipriani
If, “by magic”, we were taken back to Pistoia a few centuries ago, what would we find? Would we still recognise our city? Yes, we probably would, if we stayed in
the historic centre, all things considered not much has
changed, at least with regard to the city’s basic outlines.
We would recognise the Cathedral and Cathedral
square, the Town Hall and the Baptistery (which, in the
early Middle Ages, was the little church of Santa Maria
in Corte); but the bishop’s residence was transformed in
the eighteenth century, and the relative building, which
seals the southern side of the square, was turned into
a private residence. Whereas the northern side, where
there is now the Prefecture and Monte dei Paschi, was
home to the severe-looking, sixteenth- century, noble
building of the Opera di San Jacopo (and nearby a small
square that no longer exists with the intriguing name of
Pan square) and an incomplete building, where there
was an inn popularly known as “Inferno”.

La Sala has not changed; it was, and still is the
market centre, with its stone benches that characterise the shops even today, and with the roads nearby,
which are still characterised by typical, historical
names: via del Lastrone, because there was a large
stone where they sold “il pescio” (fish), as it is written in a document; via di Stracceria, where old clothes
and rags were hung out; via del Cacio, via dei Cipollini. Nearby, you could find the tables of the most
well-known inns: Leone’s (there is still an alley with
this name), Tina’s, in via della Nave and Serena’s, in
via della Posta Vecchia. One hotel was known for being able to offer the comfort of water in the room, in
the sense that those who stayed there could lower a
bucket from the window using a special pulley and fill
up from the well below: and the street behind the Cathedral is still called via dell’Acqua.
Some roads or suburbs bore the name of ancient
trades: the suburb of Soppedanieri (now via Crispi)
was home to the makers of chests, trunks and cabinets,
which were once called soppedani (from the Latin sub
pedes, because they were kept at the foot of the bed and
contained the brides’ trousseau), the suburb of Galigheria, where galighe or shoes were made; via degli Speziali, dei Barbieri, dei Setaioli, degli Orafi and dei Fabbri,
at the end of which – in the church of San Michele in
Bonaccio, which no longer exists and which was later
deconsecrated – the factory of the celebrated surgical
instruments of Pistoia was established. In what is now
piazza degli Ortaggi (or Sala nuova, because it was added
to the old one) there was the “convenient place” of the
brothel, where prostitutes ran their business. But for less
rushed and more refined pleasures, you could go to the
“stufe” or public baths, where you could find pleasant
female company, as well as hot water. Everyone soaked
in great tubs, through which an axis was set with tempting
delicacies placed on top: it is better not to investigate
what happened under the water… There is still a via della
Stufa in the city; but the name amusingly given to what
was once the most well-known house has gone: via del
Pizzicore, because men went there with that particular
itch. It is truly a shame that some old moralistic administrator changed its name to via Puccinelli.
Behind the Madonna dell’Umiltà runs Brontola alley: according to a persistent popular tale,
the name was chosen because of the two old grumblers, who lived there; however, it is more correct to
say that it was because of the wind, which makes a
constant murmuring sound when it blows into the
bottleneck roads.

Cathedral square, the
ancient heart of the city
Over the centuries, Cathedral square in Pistoia has preserved its role as the city’s main centre, with its historical buildings still used for the main functions of social life: even
today the Cathedral, Town Hall and Court serve their original purpose, and the square is just as animated as it was,
a thousand years ago, by the bustling market, which takes
place every Wednesday and Saturday morning.
Coming along the narrow Via degli Orafi, the square
appears in all its beauty. The old bell-tower, in the middle,
rises over 66 metres and constitutes the heart around which
all of the other monumental buildings are arranged. It is
worth the effort of climbing the 200 steps just for the splendid view you can admire at the top. The bell-tower is aligned with the façade of San Zeno Cathedral, which existed
back in 923 and which was rebuilt and extended in the 12th
Century and transformed over the centuries. Inside, ancient
Romanesque structures blend with Baroque and Renaissance work and with the complete decorative after-thought of
the apse part, which was finished in the mid-nineteenth
century. The precious silver altar of the old chapel, which
was dedicated to the Patron Saint Jacopo in 1145 and destroyed in 1786, still stands; this magnificent work by goldsmiths was completed over the centuries, in various phases,
between 1287 and 1456, by goldsmiths from Pistoia and
Florence, including the young Filippo Brunelleschi, who later designed the dome of Santa Maria del Fiore in Florence,
and who made several small, intense sculptures portraying
the Prophets, pre-announcing the great expressive power,
which was to characterise the most celebrated work of one
of the greatest geniuses of the Renaissance period.
Among the precious works kept in the Cathedral
we must also include the Crucifixion painted by Coppo
di Marcovaldo and his son Salerno di Coppo, and the
monument to Cardinal Forteguerri, which was completed in the eighteenth century and designed and partially
created by Andrea Verrocchio, Leonardo da Vinci’s master. Verrocchio and his studio also made Bishop Donato
de’ Medici’s tombstone in the Pappagalli Chapel, to the
left of the apse, where there is a sophisticated painting of
the Madonna di Piazza that was completed around 1485
by Lorenzo di Credi, who, like Leonardo, was also one of
Verrocchio’s apprentices.
Next to the Cathedral stands the old Bishops’ Palace, which
was the bishop’s residence until 1786; today it is the site of
the museum and representative office of the Cassa di Risparmio di Pistoia e Pescia.
To the south of Cathedral square, where the reli-

gious buildings stand, the elegant Gothic Baptistery of San
Giovanni in Corte makes a fine show with its precious bichrome marble covering. The Baptistery, which was built
in the middle of the fourteenth century by Cellino di Nese,
perhaps according to Nicola Pisano’s design, has an octagonal plan and a truncated pyramid roof, surmounted by
a lantern decorated with spires and pinnacles. The entrance doorway is wonderfully decorated and surmounted by
bas-reliefs and statues. Inside you can see a rare immersion
christening font by Lanfranco da Como, dating back to
1226, from the old Baptist church of Santa Maria, which
stood on the site of the Baptistery. To the north of the square, the Town Hall and Palazzo Pretorio stand opposite the
buildings that symbolise civil power. The first, also known
as Palazzo degli Anziani, was built after the end of the thirteenth century and enlarged in the 14th Century. Its current appearance still preserves the severe forms in keeping
with the place of power, where the Magistracy of the Elders
assembled, the Gonfaloniers of Justice and then the Podestà. On the façade, besides the Medici family’s coat of arms
surmounted by the insignia of Pope Leone X, there is also
the black marble head of Musetto II, the king of Majorca,
who was defeated in the Balearic war, between 1113 and
1115, by Grandonio de’ Ghisilieri, a captain from Pistoia,
to whom the mace refers. Besides still being the city’s administrative centre, the Palazzo is home to the Civic Museum
and the Giovanni Michelucci Documentation Centre.
Palazzo Pretorio or Palazzo del Podestà, which was built after 1367, owes its present appearance to the expansion
in 1845. The inner courtyard is particularly interesting with
its frescoed vaults and walls decorated with the numerous
coats of arms of podestà, custody captains, commissioners
and governors, who performed their duties in the Palazzo
from the Middle Ages until 1816, when the magistracy was
abolished and the building became used as a Court building. To the left of the entrance the bench is preserved with
three orders of steps, and the great stone table where justice
was administered.
On the north-eastern side of the square you can
still see evidence of the medieval city: Catilina tower,
perhaps an ancient watch tower from the nearby bastion
of the first circle of walls, takes its name from the famous
Roman condottiere, who, according to Sallustio, died in
battle near Pistoia.
There is a building in front of Catilina tower with a green
and white marble wall face, where you can still see traces of
the ancient church of Santa Maria Cavaliera. The church,
of early Middle Age origins, was probably called “cavaliera”
because the knights’ investiture ceremony took place here. It
was rebuilt in the 13th century and completely transformed
into a civil residence after 1783.

White and green. These are the colours of architecture in Pistoia in the Middle Ages. Towards the end
of the 11th Century, the whole of Tuscany was overwhelmed by the desire for polychromy, a characteristic of Pisa and Lucca Romanesque, which took on its
own special, clear features in Pistoia similar to Mozarabic architecture.
The use of two colours, on the façades of the
city’s most important Romanesque churches, created
with precious white Carrara marble, or travertine from
Monsummano Terme, and serpentine green from
Prato, becomes gradually more complex taking on increasingly more distinct features. From the façades of
the churches of Sant’Andrea, San Bartolomeo and San
Pier Maggiore, where the geometric bi-chrome marble
decorations highlight the architectural structures, you
come to the extravagant geometries of the side-façade
of the church of San Giovanni Fuorcivitas where colour
becomes a genuine protagonist, exploding in an imaginative and precious horizontal marble weaving, so that
the insistent green and white stripes conceals and almost cancels out the architectural divisions.
White and green engulf the façade of the Cathedral in Cathedral Square, and the ancient steps of the
Bishops’ Palace, which were later incorporated into the
brick face, on the front of the old little church of Santa
Maria Cavaliera, which has now been transformed into
a civil building, and on the end of the bell-tower, triumphing again in the Gothic Age, with the awe-inspiring, refined face of the baptistery of San Giovanni in
Corte, enriched with bas-reliefs, drips and spires.

The colours
of the Middle Ages

The Della Robbia from Pistoia
The sixteenth-century frieze in glazed ceramic, a brightly coloured “ribbon” that decorates the open gallery of
the old Ceppo Hospital is one of the symbols of the
city. The bas-relief with seven great panels illustrates the
Seven Works of Mercy with crowded scenes portraying
figures with strongly characterised gestures and faces.
The creator of the first six scenes is Santi Buglioni from
Florence, a descendent of Benedetto Buglioni, who
accomplished the lunette above the doorway of the
nearby oratorio with the Coronation of the Virgin in
blue and white glazed terracotta. However, the panel
that shows the scene Giving the thirsty a drink, the
end one to the right of the façade, was added by Filippo Paladini, probably because the original was lost,
fragments of which are preserved in the Surgical Instruments Hall inside the Hospital. In the pendentives of
the arches the decoration also includes medallions by
Giovanni della Robbia, an illustrious representative of
the famous dynasty of Florentine artists; three of them
show scenes dedicated to the Virgin and others show
the coats of arms of the Florentine hospital, the Ceppo,
the Medici family and the city of Pistoia.We can follow a perfect “della Robbia” itinerary through the city’s
streets that takes us to the old church of San Giovanni
Fuorcivitas, where the white ceramic group, of extraordinary formal refinement, is preserved, portraying the
Visitation, with the Madonna and Saint Elisabeth in
a tender embrace. It is the oldest work in glazed terracotta by Luca della Robbia, one of the most illustrious
protagonists of fifteenth-century Florence. Whereas
his nephew Andrea created the lunette with the Madonna and Child and Angels on the central doorway,
with the relative intrados decorated with lacunars and
swags, under the open gallery in the Cathedral.

Ceppo Hospital and the
school of surgery
Ceppo Hospital is one of the most representative institutions in Pistoia. It is where people have always found
warmth and care and was founded in 1277 at the wish of a
couple of merchants. Here, even during the most dramatic
moments of the city’s long history, during plagues, wars or
famine, religious men and laymen were dedicated to looking after the sick, the poor, orphans and pilgrims from all
of those refuges that are represented so well in the frieze in
the open gallery. Over the course of time, many benefactors have contributed to the development of this institute,
which is well symbolised by the “ceppo”, a hollow section
of tree trunk where the people used to collect offerings to
maintain the structure in the Middle Ages.
From the seventeenth century, Ceppo Hospital
also became the site of a prestigious medical-surgical
school. Subsequently, the surgical orientation prevailed
over the medical orientation and between 1770 and
1780 it became necessary to build a new anatomy room,
designed as a true “anatomical theatre” which was to be
used for practical and theory lessons following the example of other hospitals and universities. The small room,
which is situated in a building in the hospital garden, is
an oval-shaped amphitheatre with an anatomical table
made of marble in the centre and two rows of benches
at the sides for students attending the lessons. The walls
are decorated with frescoes and stucco work portraying geometric patterns spaced out by several medallions
showing portraits of illustrious doctors. The school was
finally suppressed in 1844 and the anatomy room was
closed and almost forgotten about until recently, when
this little architectural gem was returned to the city after
pain-staking restoration work.
Ceppo Hospital has a special, valuable collection of
surgical instruments dating back to between the 17th and
19th century, which are displayed in the “Filippo Pacini”
Medical Academy Hall. Of these, the scalpels, surgical
instruments “par excellence”, which seem to have been
invented in Pistoia, are particularly important. Indeed,
according to sources, Pistorienses gladii, in other words
daggers with a short, double-edged blade and thin, sharp
knives, also called “pistolesi” and “pistorini” respectively
were made in the Middle Ages. The word “bisturino”
derived from “pistorino”, as well as the French “bisturì”.
Again in the nineteenth century, Palmerini workshop, in
central Via dei Fabbri was renowned and valued, abroad
too, for manufacturing steel and surgical instruments, an
activity that was preserved until 1886.

Pulpits and architraves
Pistoia appears on the scene of ancient Italian cities for its characteristic religious buildings built by
architects and workers, who knew how to provide
original sculptural and architectural solutions. You
only have to walk through the historical centre to
see all the Romanesque churches with their typical
green and white marbled faces, which are, however,
of more distant origins, and whose façades can be
considered true “books of stone” for the wealth and
variety of decorations and the presence of sculptures
and bas-relief architraves over the main doorways
by masters who contributed to renovating the city’s
appearance in the Middle Ages. Gruamonte, Enrico
and Adeodato left their name, as well as the date of
intervention, 1166, on the architrave of the church
of Sant’Andrea, where the Magi’s journey probably
refers to the theme of the pilgrimage that was “officialised” in Pistoia after 1145, when the chapel of
San Jacopo was inaugurated in the Cathedra, with
the patron saint’s holy relics. The Last supper is
portrayed, perhaps by the same Gruamonte, on the
opposite side of the ancient walled city, on the architrave of the church of San Giovanni Fuorcivitas,
where recent restoration work has brought to light
rare traces of colour, proving how all bas-reliefs were
originally brightly painted. Likewise, an architrave
with Jesus entrusting the apostles with the mission
stands above the doorway of the church of San Bartolomeo in Pantano. Other masters have left valuable examples of their artwork on Pistoia’s churches,
for example on the façade of San Pier Maggiore, or
on the Baptistery doorway.
It is always moving to enter these sacred places.
Here, the old masters’ art is renewed in the marble
pulpits, splendid examples of medieval sculpture,
where the role of images is even more evident, to narrate, for those who could not read – which was most
of the population - the events of the Old and New
Testament. From the pulpit in San Zeno Cathedral,
of which only two slabs and a few fragments remain,
to the one in the church of San Bartolomeo, in the
shop of Guido Bigarelli from Como and in San Giovanni Fuorcivitas by Maestro Guglielmo, we come to
the masterpiece by Giovanni Pisano, who made the
pulpit in 1301, in the church of Sant’Andrea, achieving excellent results in the harmonious composition
of sculpture and architecture.

On the road to Santiago
San Jacopo, whose real name was Giacomo Maggiore,
Jesus’ favourite apostle, has been the patron saint of
Pistoia since 1145, when Bishop Atto officially inaugurated the chapel, in the Cathedral to house the relic
that had come to the city from Santiago de Compostela, in Galicia, one of the holiest places of Christianity, where the saints remains lie. As proof of the important role taken on by the city as a stopping-off point
along the Compostela pilgrimage route, the Opera di
San Jacopo financed the construction of the majestic
silver altar dedicated to San Jacopo, which was completed in various phases and makes a fine show in San
Zeno Cathedral even today.
A visit to the places of Jacopo worship in Pistoia
takes us along the museum routes in the Bishops Palace,
where there is the silver shrine of San Jacopo by Lorenzo Ghiberti, the famous artist, who made two bronze
doors for the Florentine Baptistery. Here, among the
many works of art, including the Cathedral’s valuable
treasures, you can admire a fresco depicting the blessing

of the pilgrims setting off on their way to Santiago. The
figure of San Jacopo also appears in several paintings in
the nearby Civic Museum, sometimes represented as an
apostle or, more frequently, in pilgrim’s clothing, wearing a large hat, called a “galero”, with a small cloak or
“pellegrina” over his shoulders and a “bordone”, which
was useful for striking those with evil intentions, in his
hand for support and protection along the way, as well
as the shell, known as the “comb of San Jacopo”, which
was pinned to his clothes to symbolise the completion
of the journey of faith.
After exploring the places and memories of Jacopo, us modern pilgrims too can allow ourselves to
stop off in one of the centre’s many cake shops and
maybe take the opportunity to sample Pistoia’s comfits, a modern version of the handful of moist sugar
that was given to the exhausted travellers on reaching
the city: sweet little balls with an aniseed centre, anici
confecti, which also appeared on the breakfast menu
offered by the bishop on the occasion of the celebrations in honour of the patron saint, which is officially
celebrated on 25 July.

The Baroque season
Between the end of the seventeenth and eighteenth
century, Pistoia underwent a flourishing artistic season, when noble buildings, residences and churches
were renovated and re-modernised in keeping with
the new late Baroque and Rococo style, which was
fashionable at the time in the Medici court in neighbouring Florence, the capital of the Grand duchy of
Tuscany. Following the new trend, buildings and furnishings were renewed in Pistoia with pastel colours,
frivolous decorations and frequently profane subjects
and delicate white and gold stuccowork designed to
reflect the sparkling torch-lights and mirrors in the
elegant residences of Pistoia’s nobility. Some traces

of the splendour of these precious surroundings can
still be seen in private buildings in Pistoia, for example in Palazzo Amati Cellesi, which is today the site
of a bank institute, in Piazza Garibaldi, or Palazzo
Marchetti, in via Curtatone and Montanara, and in
various religious buildings, which are worth a visit to
breathe in some of that atmosphere.
You are particularly advised to visit the Carmine
church in the square of the same name, which has
recently been restored and returned to its ancient
splendour, and the small church of San Leone, which
is today used to hold exhibitions, as well as the church
of the Santissima Annunziata and, in particular, the
church of Saints Prospero and Philip, a real eighteenth-century “theatre” with its liturgical represen-

A pope from
Pistoia: Clement
IX Rospigliosi
Among its many boasts Pistoia
can also claim to being the
birthplace of a pope, Clement
IX, whose real name was Giulio
Rospigliosi, and whose greatest sin was to reach the Eternal
Father too soon, in 1669, after
just one and a half years as pope.
Despite this, Pope Clement had
many merits for his home town,
which, thanks to his patronage
and rich and noble family, witnessed a flourishing Baroque
season in the mid-17th Century
and, amongst other things, the

tation that is completely painted inside with glimpses
of sky in the background and hosts of saints looking
down from soft clouds. From the main door in the
little square, to the left of the ecclesiastical building,
some steps leads to an incredibly beautiful area right
above the church hall: this is the Capitolare Fabroniana
Library, a place where time seems to have stopped and
where the precious wood-panelling and bookshelves
that surround the great reading hall, on two levels,
house the rich collection of ancient manuscripts and
books that were donated to the church in the first half
of the eighteenth century by cardinal Carlo Agostino
Fabroni from Pistoia, who did this to show his affection for his home town, in no way obscured by his brilliant career at the Roman curia.
arrival in the city of the capital’s most famous and fashionable artists. A privileged place for this true Baroque explosion was Spirito Santo Square, in the centre, where there is
the building, which was the residence of the Pope’s Rospigliosi
family, at the entrance to Via del Duca, where Giulio lived
from his early childhood until he left for Rome. Right here
in this square, where there is a splendid view of the magnificent dome of the Basilica dell’Umiltà, the generosity of
the Rospigliosi family’s contribution was confirmed by the
building of the church with its annexed college for the Jesuit
Fathers that was dedicated to their founder Saint Ignazio of
Loyola. Although it is not particularly striking on the outside, because it was left without a façade, the church, which
is today dedicated to the Holy Spirit, is well worth a visit: it
is a true gem of Roman Baroque architecture, elegantly set
in the medieval fabric of the ancient city. It was built with
the collaboration of figures of the standing of Gian Lorenzo
Bernini, who created the great colonnade in Saint Peter’s
Square in Rome, and Pietro Berrettini from Cortona, aided
by a team of artists from Tuscany, who certainly knew how
to interpret the needs of Roman Baroque architecture.

Let’s go to the Museum
Pistoia’s museum network includes interesting exhibition itineraries, which are advantageously distributed
over a very small area. This means you can easily visit
several museums on the same day and create specific,
personalised itineraries. In Cathedral square, the Town
Hall and the Old Bishops’ Palace represent the most
important centres for Pistoia’s collections, which are
completed by the exhibitions in Palazzo Rospigliosi
della Ripa del Sale, just a few metres from the square.
But let’s proceed in order: the Civic Museum is the
city’s main museum that unwinds through the rooms
on the first floor, the mezzanine and the second floor
of the Town Hall and includes the most important
examples of art in Pistoia, from the Fourteenth to the
Twentieth Century. You can admire works from the
city and area’s churches and convents in the museum,
as well as the collections donated by the benefactor
from Pistoia, Niccolò Puccini. Material from the Giovanni Michelucci Documentation Centre is displayed
in the mezzanine, with drawings, plastic models and
projects by Pistoia’s famous architect from Pistoia
An interesting archaeological itinerary unwinds
through the underground passages of the Old Bishops’ Palace, the historical home of the bishop from
the 11th to the 18th Century, where you can read the
stratigraphy of the excavations and see the many finds
that were brought to light during the restoration work
carried out on the building. The building was taken
over in the twentieth century, in the seventies, by the
Cassa di Risparmio di Pistoia e Pescia, which has assigned many of the restored areas for the treasures of
the Cathedral and the Opera di San Jacopo. A visit
to the Cathedral Museum will give you the chance to
admire precious works by goldsmiths, including the
shrine of San Jacopo by Lorenzo Ghiberti, and the rare
sacred paraments and liturgical furnishings, as well
as being a real journey into the past, through secret
places filled with mystery, like the “sagrestia de’ belli
arredi” (sacristy of beautiful furnishings), the scene
of the shameful theft by Vanni Fucci, which cost the
people of Pistoia their everlasting reputation as sacrilegious thieves thanks to Dante Alighieri’s verses (Inf.
XXV). The museum itinerary also includes modern
works: amongst which is a Pomona by Marino Marini
and the cycle of wall paintings from the villa in Pistoia
of Giovanni Boldini, the famous painter from the
circle of impressionists.
Going down from Cathedral Square along the
Ripa del Sale, to the right of the Town Hall, you

find the sixteenth-century Palazzo Rospigliosi della
Ripa, the site of the Clemente Rospigliosi Museum,
the New Diocesan Museum and the Lacework Museum. The building belonged to a branch of the family, which was only distantly related to Pope Clement
IX, but legend has it that during a visit to Pistoia, the
pope slept in the great four-poster bed decorated with
red damask that dominates one of the rooms of the
apartments on the first floor. Rospigliosi Museum has
its own unique charm, because it not only preserves
the family’s beautiful seventeenth-century picture
gallery, but also the original, precious furnishings and
tapestries. And so, walking through the rooms in the
building is a little like plunging into the domestic atmosphere of a noble residence about three hundred
and fifty years ago.
The New Diocesan Museum is set up in the
rooms next to those of Rospigliosi Museum and pre-

serves sacred paraments, devotional sculptures, gold
and liturgical objects mainly from parish churches in
the area of the diocese.
Finally, some of the rooms on the ground floor in the
same building house the Lacework Museum, paying
tribute to the tradition of our province’s prestigious
handicraft, where this particular activity has been
handed down through the generations and still represents a precious resource for the local economy.
And finally, a few minutes walk from Cathedral
Square, in Corso Silvano Fedi, you can visit the Marino Marini Foundation Museum, dedicated to the
sculptures, graphics and paintings of this illustrious
man from Pistoia. The museum is particularly unique,
because it is set up in the old Sant’Antonio Abate or
Tau Convent, which has been restored, in keeping
with modern times, as a multi-purpose space. The
museum also has a café and a small bookshop.

Spaces for contemporary art
Without ever renouncing its prestigious medieval
past, over the past decades Pistoia has also opened
up to the development and promotion of contemporary art, particularly working to increase and valorise the artistic experience of local talents. In a short
space of time, in the historic centre too, the city has
seen several places flourishing, which skirt the areas
of the old city in a typically discrete manner. So we
must not be surprised if a Luna nel Pozzo by Gianni
Ruffi dominates Piazza Giovanni XXIII, in front of
the monumental façade of the Ceppo Hospital, or
if the bronze blindfolded figures by Roberto Barni
are displayed in a circle in the square called Piazzetta
dell’Ortaggio: these are just timid, innovative appearances
on the historical scene. Other places are used for authentic contemporary art exhibitions: first and foremost the eighteenth-century Palazzo Fabroni in via
Sant’Andrea, which is used to hold temporary exhibitions and cultural and didactic activities, as well as
the permanent contemporary art collection and the
Pistoia modern and contemporary art documentation centre, set up in conjunction with the Council,
the Province of Pistoia and the Cassa di Risparmio
di Pistoia e Pescia with the aim of preserving and ordering
documentation on twentieth-century artists from

Pistoia, promoting awareness with personal and thematic exhibitions.
Another particularly beautiful place of art is the
studio house of Fernando Melani, a versatile abstractionist, who lived and worked for a long time in a
small apartment in corso Gramsci, which the Council
has renovated, keeping it intact, with works displayed
in every room and piles of newspapers stacked on the
stairs, just as “Nando” had left them. You can visit the
studio in small groups on appointment.
At Felceti the home and studio of Pistoiese maestro
Jorio Vivarelli houses the Foundation with collections of sculptures, graphic works and drawings.
The Centro di Documentazione sull’Arte Moderna e
Contemporanea Pistoiese was founded several years
ago by the City and Province of Pistoia with the Cassa
di Risparmio di Pistoia e Pescia bank with the aim of
preserving and ordering documentation of 20th century Pistoiese artists and promoting knowledge of their
work through thematic and personal exhibitions.
Another interesting itinerary of contemporary
art set up recently unwinds in the garden of Ceppo
Hospital, on the side looking out onto Carmine
Square, where the new pavilion for haemodialysis
contains works by famous masters, such as Sol LeWitt, Robert Morris, Dani Karavan, Claudio Parmiggiani, Higetoshi Nagasawa and Gianni Ruffi
both inside and outside. These internationally famous artists are also included in the prestigious Gori
collection in Celle di Santomato, between Pistoia
and Prato, where the owner, Giuliano Gori has set
up his own personal “open space” art exhibition,
which attracts and enchants enthusiasts from all
over the world, along the fascinating paths of a great
romantic park and in the beautiful surroundings of
the eighteenth-century Fabroni villa and its annexes.
Celle villa is often used for events and displays that
are set up, from time to time, in the spaces for art or
the open-air theatre in the garden.

personalities
of
the
20 th century

Mauro Bolognini
(1922 - 2001)

San Giorgio Library
The San Giorgio Library was inaugurated in 2007 in
the renovated workshops formerly occupied by Breda, the famous public transport construction company founded in the early 20th century, is the largest
public library in Tuscany. Designed by the winners of
a public competition, Pica Samarra e Associati studio
of Naples, it is not only a place for those wishing to
study or carry out research but is also a public area
aiming to fulfil a widespread need for information
and cultural services.

Gianna Manzini

(1896 – 1974)

In via Vitoni, once known as via del Vento, a tiny
street in the ancient heart of Pistoia, which skirts the
imposing church of the Madonna dell’Umiltà, there is
a stone that indicates the house where Gianna Manzini, a particularly charismatic figure and one of the
twentieth century’s most intriguing writers lived as
an adolescent. Although her life took her away from
Pistoia, first to Florence and then to Rome, Manzini
maintained a deep bond with her native city and the
emotions she dedicated to her city in her tales and
novels are memorable.

Giovanni Michelucci
(1891 - 1990)

Anyone coming along the Florence north motorway
junction, cannot help admiring the impressive structure of the church of San Giovanni Battista, known
as the motorway church, the great stone “curtain” accomplished between 1961 and 1968 by Giovanni Michelucci, rightly considered one of the greatest contemporary city-planners and architects. Many of his works
have duly become part of the history of architecture. In
Pistoia, where there are several examples of Michelucci’s
architecture, such as the churches of Collina, la Vergine
and the Belvedere Village, besides various private residences, you can also see his projects, drawings, plastic
models and tracings in the Town Hall, at the Giovanni
Michelucci Documentation Centre.

Mauro Bolognini is one of the film directors who
has contributed most to making Italian cinema great.
He trained in the Fifties, when the fame of Luchino
Visconti, Vittorio De Sica, Roberto Rossellini was
becoming established and he witnessed the first cinema debuts of Michelangelo Antonioni and Federico Fellini. Bolognini is linked to films that have
become fixed in the collective memory: La notte
brava, Il bell’Antonio, Metello, L’eredità Ferramonti
and Mosca addio, films that highlight his privileged
relationship with literature, seen not only as a source
of inspiration, but also as the successful attempt at
dialogue between the written word and cinematographic image. The Mauro Bolognini Archive, which
was donated by the artist’s heirs, is kept at the Mauro
Bolognini Centre, in Manzoni Theatre and preserves
original film scripts, films, lyric operas, scene photos,
correspondence and publications.

Marino Marini
(1901 – 1980)

Marino Marini is one of the most prominent artists
on the scene of twentieth-century contemporary art.
The expressive force of his language that is profoundly
linked to ancient sculpture and in particular Etruscan
sculpture, pervades the prosperous Pomonas, and transpires in the dramatic equilibrium of the horses and
knights and in the psychological exploration of the
portraits, works which find their place in museums in
every part of the world. Pistoia pays tribute to Marino
with the Documentation Centre and the Foundation
named after him, in the ancient Tau convent, where the
artist’s complete graphical collection is kept with various
sculptures and the impressive gallery of plaster casts.

The city’s
outskirts

Zoological Gardens
Located against the beautiful backdrop of the hills
around Pistoia, the Zoological Gardens cover an area
of over 7 hectares and are the home of over 400 animals. The Zoo is becoming a truly modern centre for
the preservation of biodiversity at an international level. Thanks to international breeding programmes, the
Zoo works with other institutions worldwide to preserve populations of species threatened with extinction
and promote their return to a natural habitat where
possible.
New elements at the Zoo include: the “Bear Forest”, the
new location for brown bears, a spacious wooded area
with attractive observation points for a close-up view
of these beautiful plantigrade mammals; and “Face to
Face with Lemurs”, the new lemur enclosure which pro-

vides the opportunity for an exciting encounter with
these lovable prosimians.
The majestic jaguar, the agile Rothschild giraffe and the
rare ring-tailed lemur of Madagascar are just some of
the animals visitors can admire at the Zoo. But the Zoo
also stands out for its educational projects: the reference point for these being the Biodiversity Laboratory
dedicated to educational activities for all ages. Another
sector of the Zoo is dedicated to domestic animal species, with activities for children who can interact with
the animals in a safe environment and take part, under
the supervision of expert staff, in educational workshops and courses to discover the fascinating world of
nature.
There are also spacious picnic areas and a RestaurantBar as well as a recently refurbished children’s play area
for our smallest visitors.

The Medici Villa “La Magia”

The Puccini garden
in Scornio
Puccini Garden originally spread about 123 hectares
around the eighteenth-century “Villone” of Scornio,
the Puccini family’s summer residence in the countryside of Pistoia, two kilometres outside the ancient
Porta al Borgo. Preparations for the garden started
around 1820 and continued for the whole of the first
half of the century, at the wish of the Pistoia family’s
last son, Niccolò Puccini, known as “the hunchback
of Scornio”, who devoted his life to the grand project
of the Romantic park, where nature and man combined to create suggestive scenes with little lakes, classical ruins and medieval towers and castles.
46 “monuments” were scattered along the
garden paths – buildings, statues, columns and numerous epigraphs – bearing educational, patriotic,
moral and celebratory messages. After Niccolò Puccini’s death, in accordance with his will, the property
in Scornio was split up and auctioned and the profits
from the sale were donated to charity. Today, in spite
of alterations, decay or the disappearance of various
monuments, it is still possible to see the garden complex from the main buildings: the ruins of the temple
of Pythagoras on the island in the centre of the Lake,
the Pantheon of illustrious men, the Gothic Castle,
the Gothic Temple, Catilina Tower, as well as many
statues and epitaphs scattered along the paths. The
villa, which now belongs to the Council, is the site
of the “Teodulo Mabellini” Music School.

Villa Smilea
The large Villa Smilea stands at the entrance to
the town of Montale, its mighty keeps towering
above.
The building originally served a military function
and its name probably derives from the Latin sex
milea, since it is located at about six miles from
Pistoia. Its current 15th century appearance is the
work of the Panciatichi, owners of the villa at least
from 1427, who gave this fortress some dignity as a
noble villa, extending the property and enhancing
it with a porticoed courtyard.
The Panciatichi owned the villa until 1611 when, due
to a lack of heirs, it was confiscated by the Florentine
Republic and sold to Francesco di Piero Covoni.
The new owners were Florentine nobles with interest in profits from agriculture, so they adapted the
property to their own requirements and the tastes

of the period. In the late 17th century new productive areas were built which altered the southern profile of the entire building complex.
The villa maintained its function as a farm, occasionally occupied by the Covoni family, until the
early 20th century when it was used as a convalescent home for soldiers injured in the First World
War. In the early 20th century Maria Covoni Pandolfini, wife of prince Giuseppe Borghese, handed
the property over to her son Gian Giacomo.
The family has not lived in the villa since the 1940s
and from 1943 to 1944 it became a refuge for evacuees and later housed the Previdenza Sociale and
Montale’s Podestà.
Today the villa is owned by the town council of
Montale and houses a Cultural Centre and Library,
as well as serving as a venue for many events.

The villa is situated on a rise on the northern slopes
of Montalbano. The construction of this residence is
owed to the Panciatichi family. It is said that Corrado
Panciatichi began to acquire some land in area of “La
Magia”; in fact, this term, already noted as a place name
by the mid-1200’s, would become the name by which
the residence was later called. The original core of the
building, dating back to the 1340’s, was made up of a
turreted lord’s house. Nevertheless, during the 1400’s,
the medieval building was modified into a more architecturally articulated settlement. This was how Emperor Charles V saw it when Duke Alessandro de’Medici
offered a hunt in his honor there in 1536.
The Medici family itself, in the person of Francesco I, became owners of the entire estate of “La Magia”
in 1584. The same grand duke commissioned the
court architect Bernardo Buontalenti to renovate the
residence. The floor plan and dimensions of the structure given to the villa through the previously mentioned interventions were substantially maintained until
1645, the year in which the Medici property was sold
to the noble Attavanti family. In the early decades of the
1700’s, this family gave a new arrangement to the building’s interior, introducing, moreover, a monumental
staircase covered by a single vault and a sumptuous hall
of representation. This latter room was frescoed with
mythological scenes by the Florentine painter Giovanni Domenico Ferretti. In 1766, the nobleman Giulio
Amati bought “La Magia” with all of its annexes. The
villa was ultimately passed on to the Counts Amati
Cellesi through an inheritance from the Amati family,
which had died out in 1863.
In June 2005 Villa La Magia was inaugurated as “La
Limonaia di Ponente” Centre for Contemporary Art,
with an environmental art garden “Lo spirito del luogo” displaying works by Anne and Patrick Poirer, Marco Bagnoli, Fabrizio Corneli, Higetoshi Nagasawa and
Maurizio Nannucci.

Villa Rospigliosi in Spicchio
The most striking and magnificent symbol of Pope
Clement IX’s tie with his hometown is undoubtedly
Villa Rospigliosi in Spicchio, near Lamporecchio, on
the slopes of Montalbano. The residence designed by
Gian Lorenzo Bernini was built under the guidance
of Mattia de Rossi after 1667, the year Giulio Rospigliosi became pope, although he died two years later
and was unable to see its completion.
The majestic building is characterised by the
harshness typical of Tuscan residences: the solid disposition of volumes is alleviated by several Baroque
features, such as the volutes of the doorway and the
great coat of arms that surmounts it.
Inside, a bright fresco decoration adorns the vault
and walls of the great oval room on the ground floor.
The splendour of the various areas that are connected to the room by a series of openings is highlighted
by the golden stucco work, the painted architectural
squares, the scenic views and the putti and flower
patterns. The Aurora and Apollo on the Sun cart are
portrayed on the ceiling of the central room with the
Allegories of the zodiac signs and seasons symbolised
by female figures enveloped in great drapes.
The villa in Spicchio was part of a more elaborate complex that included the farm, the garden
and a noble chapel, which still stands today and
which was probably designed by Mattia de’ Rossi.
Inside the chapel, the oval room is decorated by a
Glory of the Saints Simon and Judas in a complex
monochrome frame.

Serravalle Pistoiese
Nestling on the slopes of Montalbano, in an area
greatly contested over the centuries by Pistoia, Lucca
and Florence, Serravalle Pistoiese has changed its
image from that of an ancient garrison to a more
modern and peaceful centre of economic activity
where the traditional vine and olive cultivation
so magnificently evident in the hillsides flourish
alongside nursery gardens on the plains and many
tourism facilities with all possible comforts located
on the hillsides.
The castle of Serravalle assumed a very important role
from the 12th century onwards when Pistoia began
to build its first fortifications. All that remains today
of the oldest part, commonly known as “Rocca vecchia”, is the tower called “Barbarossa”, on the eastern
side which was built in 1177, recently restored and
can now be visited.
The “Rocca Nuova”, which is still clearly recognizable on the opposite side of the town, was built after 1302 and is known as the “Tower of Castruccio
Castracani”, who made it his residence and headquarters. The hexagonal tower, water tank, sections
of the surrounding walls and the “Gabella” gate survive today.
The medieval village developed around the two
churches of Santo Stefano and San Michele which
have both maintained their Romanesque appearance.
Santo Stefano presents a sober white facade and striking bell tower adapted from a pre-existent watchtower
belonging to the castle, of which the old passageway

at the base still remains. Inside the building, which
was destroyed by fire in 1501 and completely rebuilt,
are decorations and furnishings dating back to the
16th and 19th centuries. Under the arch of the bell
tower visitors can reach the oratory of the Vergine Assunta, once completely covered with prestigious 14th
century frescoes which are only partly visible today,
along with some sinopia.
The church of San Michele, with its striking portico down the right side, has maintained its original
Romanesque interior - a single room with trussed
roof and semi-circular apse. The painted side altars
and most of the furnishings date back to the early
18th century.
According to an ancient tradition dating back to the
early 14th century, one day a man and a child passed
through Serravalle Pistoiese and stopped to ask for
alms at the castle. They were welcomed and generously received by the townsfolk and the child promised that he would always remember the hospitality
they were shown. The child was none other than
Louis d’Anjou, son of the King of France and heir
to the throne, later to become Bishop and finally a
Saint. According to the legend, he kept his promise
many years later by saving Serravalle from raids by
Florence and Lucca.
August 19th is the feast of the town’s patron saint,
San Lodovico (St. Louis), and the celebrations last
for several days with events and shows. The saint, son
of the king of France, is traditionally believed to have
saved the castle from Raids by Florence and Lucca in
the early 14th century.

Thermal Spas

Vinci

Montecatini and Monsummano are two well-known
thermal resorts just a few kilometres from Pistoia. The
latest beauty and bodily health techniques are used in
the diverse centres with treatments involving waters
that possess special therapeutic properties.

The Museo Leonardiano di Vinci, located in Palazzina Uzielli and in the Castello dei Conti Guidi, represents one of the most extensive and original collections of machines and models designed by inventor,
technician and engineer, Leonardo. The machines on
display originate from diverse fields of study: military
and construction machinery, scientific instruments
and machines to move through the air, water and land.
In the Palazzina, where the visit begins, are two newly designed sections for construction machinery and
machines for textile manufacturing. Each machine is
illustrated with a virtual animated model showing its
function. The Palazzina Uzielli also houses exhibition
space for temporary installations and an educational
room for cultural events. The itinerary continues into
the Castello dei Conti Guidi where about 60 models
of Leonardo’s machines are displayed, each one created with specific reference to the drawings and manuscript annotations of the artist. These include the
large wooden model of the lantern crane in the Sala
dei Podestà. The educational room, called “L’ottica
di Leonardo tra Alhazen e Keplero” is dedicated to
some of the main aspects of Leonardo’s long period
of study into optics. The Museo Ideale Leonardo Da
Vinci is the first museum to approach the complex
character of Leonardo as an artist, scientist, inventor
and designer in relation of his biographical details, local area and time period. The museum - inaugurated

Parco di Pinocchio

The Padule di Fucecchio
The reserves of Padule di Fucecchio and Lake Sibolla
in Valdinievole between the provinces of Pistoia and
Lucca are wetlands of great naturalistic interest that are
characterised by typical marshland vegetation, such as
reed thickets, water ferns and water lilies, as well as a
few rare species of plant life. Throughout the year the
reserves become a beautiful place to study the presence
of various species of birds, some of which find a safe
haven here during the migration period.

Montalbano
The area of Montalbano extends over the region
between the provinces of Florence, Pistoia and Prato.
In this essentially hilly countryside, woodlands with
chestnuts alternate with vineyards on great terraces
and olive groves that cover the highest slopes. You can
go for walks and trips on these green hills thanks to an
extensive network of pedestrian routes and cycle paths
that reach small villages rich in history, archaeological
sites and ancient forests.
The Medici Barco Reale, a vast area used as a hunting reserve between the sixteenth and seventeenth
century, once lay in the area of Montalbano.

in the evocative areas of the Gallery in 1993 and recently reorganized – is an unmissable destination for
those wishing to learn about Leonardo, since it continually presents new interpretations and acquisitions
like a research and rediscovery laboratory. The Museum was founded by academics and artists under the
sponsorship of the Region of Tuscany, the Province
and Tourist Association of Florence and the Town of
Vinci, under the aegis of the Armand Hammer Center for Leonardo Studies, University of California
at Los Angeles. The permanent collection includes
paintings and engravings from the Leonardo studio
and school, instruments from his time and birthplace and over 60 models rebuilt from Leonardo’s own
designs (clocks, fountains, the “painter’s house” , the
theatre of the “mountains which opens”); as well as
other Leonardian marvels (from relics of the period
to two Duchamp autographs).
The house in which Leonardo was born at Anchiano,
3km from Vinci, is open to visitors (free of charge)
and is a natural extension of the museum experience.
Leonardo’s birth on 15th April 1452 in this farmhouse in the open countryside is long documented
by tradition and accepted by the historian Emanuele
Repetti. The building is situated against the backdrop
of a landscape which is still quite similar to the view
Leonardo would have seen as a child. Inside the house
is a permanent educational exhibition reproducing
drawings of views of the Tuscan countryside and a
map of the Valdarno drawn by Leonardo himself.

The Garzoni garden at Collodi
The historical Giardino Garzoni is a splendid Baroque
garden created in the 17th century and enhanced in the
century after with statues and large fountains. It opens
lower down with a French-style parterre: flowerbeds,
statues and large circular pools, and terraces linked by
elegant staircases.
Visitors can also find the Butterfly House here, a heated
greenhouse where large multi-coloured butterflies fly
free among the tropical vegetation to the astonishment
of visitors, in a unique and exciting display.

The Pinocchio park
The huge Pinocchio Park is dedicated to the famous tale by Carlo
Lorenzini, better known as Collodi, and houses a valuable creative collection by artists of considerable character. The itinerary,
which follows scenes from the
adventures of this famous puppet in a magical blend of art and
environment, is illustrated with
sculptures, mosaics and buildings immersed in nature.

The Mountains of Pistoia

As well as natural beauty the Mountains of Pistoia
represents a charming environment where memories
from the past trace a beautiful itinerary through time:
severe, mighty stone fortress structures rise up suddenly among the dense woodlands of chestnut, fir and
beech, their ruins reminding us of the proud past of
the people who lived in this place.

San Marcello Pistoiese
San Marcello is the central reference point for the mountain area, where the main services for the mountains are
located. The town nestles at 623m above sea level on a
sunny hillside covered with green woodland sloping gentle towards the Limestre river valley, and is particularly
admired for its healthy climate.
San Marcello, which is probably Roman in origin, was
made a free Commune in the 13th century and became
part of the territory governed by Pistoia. Although the
road traced by Ximenes in the 18th century divided the
old village in half, some attractive glimpses remain to
bear witness of its medieval past: of particular interest
in the Romanesque church dedicated to San Marcello,
which houses the relics of Santa Celestina, patron of the
municipality and protector of the mountains. Santa Celestina is celebrated every 8th September with a festival
culminating in the launch of a colourful paper hot-air
balloon based on the design of the Mongolfier brothers.
Many paths lead out of San Marcello, sometimes following ancient routes, crossing woods and clearings which
offer hikers breathtaking views of the landscape. Within
easy reach are some really unusual destinations such as
the Mammiano Suspension Bridge (1922) – a long
walkway joining the two banks of the Lima river.
And visitors should be sure not to miss a visit to the Astronomical Observatory of Pian dei Termini: on a clear
night visitors have the opportunity to scan the starry
skies with fine quality scientific instruments.

Gavinana
The history of Gavinana, a little gem in the mountains
of Pistoia, is linked to the fortunes of Francesco Ferrucci,
a military leader of the Florentine Republic who led his
men against the imperial troops of Carlo V in 1530.
Dedicated to this heroic fighter are the equestrian statue in the town’s central square and the nearby Museo
Ferrucciano, which conserves memories and recollections of many Italian patriots who made obeisance to
Ferrucci in the Risorgimento period. In the square, a

meeting-place as well as a venue for cultural and traditional events, stands the old church of Santa Maria
Assunta, built in the 12th century and renovated inside
during the 17th century.
Overlooking the centre of Gavinana is Palazzo Achilli, late 16th century noble building which has housed
the Punto Informativo Centrale dell’Ecomuseo since
1996; it is equipped with interactive workshops, reception facilities and open-air play areas. One of the
workshops focuses on the audio archive of oral traditions of the Pistoiese mountains, gathering hundreds
of songs, traditional poems and nursery rhymes recorded by local sources.
Within easy reach of San Marcello and Gavinana are
other tourist locations of great natural interest which
offer countless cultural and artistic events. These include, in particular, Maresca where the annual theatrical International Folklore Festival and “Extrad’arte” are
held, as well as other theatrical and musical events.
Another recommended destination is the old village of meta consigliabile è l’antico borgo di Lizzano,
known today for its series of murales, created between
1985 and 1990 by artists of the Gruppo Donatello:
brightly coloured depictions of mountain life on the
facades of the houses.

Cutigliano
Built along an ancient roadway which in Longobard
times crossed the Passo della Croce Arcana to head
north, Cutigliano stands on a rocky spur below
Monte Cuccola. The village, which proudly claims
the Touring Club Italiano orange flag, is possibly
the most typical and best-preserved of its kind in the
mountains of Pistoia. Immersed in dense woodlands,
with steep narrow streets flanked by ancient buildings
and monuments, it is popular with tourists both in
summer and winter.
The focal point of the village is the splendid 14th century Palazzo dei Capitani, whose ancient walls bear the
marks of time in its countless stone and polychrome
terracotta coats-of-arms, commemorating the Capitani called to hold the coveted magistrateship, while
above the main doorway is the large Medici coat-ofarms, topped with the papal insignia of Leo X.
During the year there are many events of interest to
tourists: the Medieval Fair in August and the Mid-

summer Festival, which is an exhibition of local crafts
and food products from the whole area; the mycological and chestnut growing exhibitions in autumn and
Christmas fairs in December.
The surrounding area offers opportunities for walks
and excursions of considerable environmental interest: in particular the ski resort of Doganaccia, where
a cable car takes visitors up to an altitude of 1650 metres. From here, an easy path leads to the summit of
Croce Arcana, at almost 1800m on the Appennine
ridge. Other locations of sporting interest include the
Adventure Park, with the longest cableway in Italy,
where visitors are immersed in a little corner of paradise with tall trees and meadows as far as the eye can
see. Hiking enthusiasts can follow the path leading to
il Melo, and on to Cima Tauffi , Lago Scaffaiolo, Pianosinatico, Pian di Novello and the Sestaione Bridge
with its beautiful grand-ducal fountain. Other recommended destinations are Pian degli Ontani, home of
the shepherdess poet Beatrice Bugelli, and Rivoreta,
the home of the Ethnological Museum of the Pistoiese Apennine Populations.

The Ecomuseum of
the Pistoia Mountains

The museum’s Central Information Point is at Gavinana, in Palazzo Achilli, and the museum covers six
itineraries:

The Ecomuseum of the Pistoia
Mountains is a widespread
museum across this area documenting signs of the relationship between man and his environment. The natural landscape
of the mountains has been
transformed over the centuries
by human presence and the life
of its population has adapted
to the special environmental
conditions, focusing on the use
of its two main local resources:
water and woods.

The Ice Route: documents natural ice production developed in the Pistoiese mountains from the
17th to the early 20th century, through the ice-house
of La Madonnina at Le Piastre and the ice education
and exhibition institute at Pracchia.
The Iron Route: the Ferriera Sabatini at Pracchia,
iron educational institute and gardens at Pontepetri
and hanging bridge at Mammiano illustrate the importance of Pistoia’s mountains as the first ironworks of the
Tuscan Grand-Duchy from the 16th century onwards.

The Everyday Life Route: the route unwinds
through the Museum of the Pistoiese Apennine
Population and the Toy Laboratory at Rivoreta ; the
Giamba mill and the Coal Route at Orsigna – places
which bear witness to the life of the local people in
these beautiful but challenging mountains.
The Religious Art and Popular Religion Route:
the route, which passes through several churches in
the area between Piteglio and Popiglio, the location
of the interesting Museo Diocesano d’Arte Sacra, reveals tangible evidence of popular worship in this area
where many holy buildings were dedicated Our Lady
as well as countless tabernacles (or “Verginine”) along
the processional routes.

Nature Route: the Abetone Forestry Botanical Garden , Nature educational institute at Fontana
Vaccaia and the Pistoiese Apennine Natural Archaeology Centre at Campo Tizzoro form the foundations
for building knowledge of the natural mountain
environment and the history of human presence in
the Appennine area.
Stone Route: the Via Francesca della Sambuca,
Stone educational institute at Pavana, Biogenetic
Reserve and Late Medieval Settlement at Acquerino
illustrate the Sambuca border territory where the Comacine Masters passed through: these sculptors, active between the 7th and 12th centuries, taught the
local craftsmen the art of stoneworking.

Pistoia is a place to live all year round. The Apennines that frame the city offer a setting where art
and nature combine extremely well. In summer, a
vast network of paths and roads enable horse-riding,
mountain-biking and trekking enthusiasts to discover
the suggestive mountainous and hilly countryside,
or you can try your hand at canoe sailing and sport
fishing in the torrents and little lakes.

free time
and sports
Foto Abetone Sport

In winter, the Pistoia Apennines transform into a
white paradise where Nordic skiing, snowboarding,
carving and skiing enthusiasts can venture upon ever
new routes.
Abetone is the heart of the skiing district and the
most important winter sports resort in Central Italy,
known and admired all over the world for the beauty
and variety of its slopes, and the glory of its great
champions, like Zeno Colò, Celina Seghi and Vittorio Chierroni. Over 80 kilometres of slopes, many
of which have artificial snow and lighting for night
skiing, are distributed over four splendid valleys that
are connected to each other by numerous lifts: skilifts, cable cars, chair lifts, cableways and also several
baby-lifts for the younger ones and beginners.
Events of great national and international importance are held on the slopes of Pistoia’s white Apennine circuit: there is the “Coppa Europa”, “Coppa
Foemina”, “Master”, “Carving Cup” and “Pinocchio
sugli Sci”, a true world skiing championship for
youngsters aged 8 to 15 years old, which launched
great champions like Deborah Compagnoni, Isolde
Kostner, Lara Magoni, Jure Kosir, Mario Reiter,
Hurska Hrovat and many others. In spring there is
the Pistoia-Abetone race.
Pistoia and its territory offer visitors many opportunities to enjoy themselves at various sports
facilities: football and five-a-side football pitches,
tennis courts, multi-purpose courts for volleyball
and basketball, an athletics track, skating rinks and
several gyms. Pistoia has a stadium and a leisure
centre, indoor and outdoor swimming pools and a
firing ground.
Enthusiasts can play golf, a few kilometres from
Pistoia, in Monsummano Terme, at one of the most
important and interesting 18-hole golf courses, even
on a competitive level.

The area of Pistoia can also be explored on
mountain bikes, which are the ideal way to discover
the characteristic corners of the city and surrounding
area. There are several stables in the area and you can
organise trips on horseback along the many routes
immersed in nature that surround the city, stopping
off at characteristic places, rich in art and culture,
where you can maybe sample the local products.
Whereas for those who love cars, Pistoia offers
several special events, such as, for example the Abeti
Rally and the Lima-Abetone car race.
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Antico Palazzo dei Vescovi

This has existed since the 11th century and was the bishop’s residence until 1786. It was bought by the Cassa di
Risparmio di Pistoia e Pescia bank and restored between
1974 and 1980.

The lunette depicting Madonna with Child and
Angels over the main door is by Andrea della Robbia
(1505).
On the pitches of the roof are 18th century statues of
San Zeno and St. James.

Archaeological route: Cathedral Chapter Museum with valuable liturgical items; modern works
of art.The rooms of the APT office (Azienda Promozione Turistica - Tourist Office) until recently also
��� ������
�� �����
housed the ancient “ferri” pharmacy, founded
in 1397
�������
as the bishop‘s spicery.
�
���
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Recorded first in 923, the cathedral was rebuilt and
extended in the early decades of the 12th century and
later during the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries, when
the arcade was added.
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In the left nave: the monument to Cardinal Nic����������
��
3
colò Forteguerri, begun in the 15th century to Andrea
��� ��
Verrocchio’s design and finished in the 18th century
������ ����� �������
The Pappagalli chapel, with tombstone designed by
���������
�������in the 13th century by grouping together
Verrocchio for Bishop Donato de’ Medici, who died
Formed
in 1474, and the board with the Holy Conversation
three
buildings, this is identified as the residence of
��� ����������
�
(Madonna di Piazza), by Lorenzo di Credi.
the “People‘s Captain”, the magistrate who defended
In the crypt:
�������
the interests
of the population.
��������������
the remains of the Imperial Roman villa, and two
marble tombstones, from the end of the 12th century,
4
decorated with sculptures showing the Last Supper,
The Kiss of Judas and the Visitation.
Administration centre for the king‘s steward, royal
In the right nave:
representative of the Longobards, in the 8th century;
in the Crucifix chapel is the silver St. James altar,
������
the piazza has been the site of a food market since me�����
made between 1287 and 1456, including figures by
dieval times.The Lion Well was donated to the city by
Filippo Brunelleschi.
the Medici family in 1451.
The Crucifix painted by Coppo di Marcovaldo and
������
Salerno di Coppo in 1275.
��� ���
����������������
In the small Judgment chapel:
fragments of 14th century frescoes showing the Last ��������������
���� �
��� ���
������
Judgment.

The monument to Cino of Pistoia, 14th century.
The 13th century holy water stoup by the school of
Nicola Pisano.
On the counter-facade: the arch of Sant’Atto bas reliefs (14th century) and baptismal font by Andrea da
Fiesole, 1497.
The Museum’s itinerary, the “Canonici’s rooms”

Belltower				
Built in stages beginning in the 12th century and 66m
high, the belltower had a primarily civic role in the
past: as well as striking the hour, the bells were also
rung as a warning of danger.
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S. Zeno Cathedral		
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Piazza della Sala		
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Palazzo del Capitano
del Popolo			
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Baptistery of
San Giovanni in Corte

Built halfway through the 14th century on the ruins
of an older church by Cellino di Nese, perhaps to the
design of Nicola Pisano.
The statues in the portal lunette depict the Madonna and Child, St John the Baptist and St Peter.
On the shelf below are bas-reliefs with Stories of
the Baptist The capitals at the sides of the portal are
decorated with cherubs and racemes and the carved
wooden door is a valuable 16th century work.
The baptismal font was made by Lanfranco da
Como in 1226 and the gold, painted wooden 16th
century altar comes from the church of Madonna
dell’Umiltà. The statue of St John the Baptist is by
Andrea Vaccà from Carrara, dated at 1724.

6

Palazzo Pretorio or del Podestà

Built from 1367 onwards on the site of an older building and extended in 1845. It is still today the Law
Courts main office.
The courtyard has frescoed vaulted ceilings and
walls decorated with the coats of arms of the people
who carried out their official duties in the Palazzo.
To the left of the entrance is the “bar” with stone seats
where justice was administered.

7

Palazzo Rospigliosi Pallavicini

Consists of two buildings, one dating back to the 13th
or 14th century and the other from the Renaissance.
It belonged to the Ammannati and later to the family
of Pope Clement IX Rospigliosi.

8

Palazzo Bracciolini delle Api

Built by the Bracciolini family in 1603 on top of
pre-existent buildings, now belongs to various
proprietors.

9

The Catilina tower		

This was probably the watchtower of the nearby ramparts on the first circle of walls, near the place where
Catilina is traditionally claimed to have died.

10

Church of San Salvatore

Recorded since 980, the church took on its current
appearance around 1270. Partly modified in the 16th
century.

11

Former Church of
Santa Maria Cavaliera

Early Medieval building to which Romanesque features
were added in the 13th century; it was extensively rebuilt after 1783 when the church was suppressed, and
converted to a private residence.

12

Palazzo Comunale
o degli Anziani			

Built for the Magistracy of the Elders and the Gonfalonier of Justice, starting at the end of the 13th century and extended with subsequent additions during
the 14th century. The Council offices are now situated
inside.
On the facade is the Medici coat of arms and above
it, the papal insignia of Leo X; the marble head of Musetto II, king of Majorca, defeated by the Pistoiese captain Grandonio de‘ Ghisilieri (to whom the iron cudgel
belongs) in the War of the Balearics (1113-1115).
The monumental 16th century staircase Bronze
sculpture of Miracle by Marino Marini The Civic
Museum containing works of art from the 13th century to the present day. The Giovanni Michelucci
Records Centre where material connected with the
Pistoiese architect’s work is displayed.

13

Palazzo Rospigliosi
della Ripa del Sale		

16

Church of
San Giovanni Fuorcivitas

Built halfway through the 16th century by incorporating
several buildings, at the direction of Giovan Battista
(known as Bati Rospigliosi), the Palazzo now contains
the museum.

And former oratory of Sant’Antonio Abate.
This was rebuilt according to the directions of bishop Ildeband from 1119 on the site of a pre-existent
church and extended in the 14th century.

Clemente Rospigliosi Museum, including
valuable 17th century picture gallery and the New
Diocesan Museum where religious objects and
vestments are desplayed.

The facade-side is by Gruamonte as is the lintel
with decorative sculpture of the Last Supper.

14

Palazzo della Cassa
di Risparmio di Pistoia e Pescia

Also known as Palazzo Azzolini from the name of the
designer; this building was inaugurated in 1901 on
the site of the medieval hamlet of San Matteo as the
head office of the Cassa di Risparmio.
The Liberty style decorations are by Galileo Chini and his school.
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Church of St Leo		

This was an private oratory around 1381, and also the
centre of the Congregation of the Holy Spirit. It was
rebuilt in the 17th century and frescoed throughout
in the 18th.

The Visitation on the left of the hall is by Luca
della Robbia.In the presbytery: to the left is a polyptych by Taddeo Gaddi and on the right a board by
Giovanni di Bartolomeo Cristiani.
The pulpit against the right wall is by fra‘ Gugielmo
da Pisa, dated at 1270. At the centre of the room is
a holy water stoup showing the Cardinal and Theological Virtues, attributed to Nicola or Giovanni Pisano On the counter-facade is a 13th century wooden
crucifix. In the former oratory (now the Valiani cake
shop) are 14th century frescoes.
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Church of
Santa Maria dell’Umiltà

Designed by Giovanni da Sangallo with an atrium
corresponding to the former church of Santa Maria
Forisportum, building of the church began in 1495
under the direction of the Pistoiese Ventura Vitoni to
commemorate a miraculous event connected with the
fresco of the Madonna dell’Umiltà. The dome was built
in the 1560‘s with intervention by Giorgio Vasari and
Bartolomeo Ammannati who was also involved in the
furnishing of the church.
The high altar contains the 14th century fresco
of the Vergine dell’Umiltà and the paintings are from
the 16th-17th century.

Seminario Vescovile and
church of Santa Chiara
18

Headquarters of the Seminario Vescovile since 1783,
the building was founded in 1310 as the Santa Chiara convent and the Renaissance church retains the
title today.

19

Church of San Vitale		

Built in the 17th century over a pre-existent Medieval
church and modified in 1756.
The paintings are from the 16th century.

20

Palazzo Vescovile Nuovo

Built from 1787 at the command of the bishop Scipione de‘ Ricci, who transferred his residence there. The
palace is still the bishops headquarters today.

21

Church of Santa Maria a Ripalta

Mentioned in 1162, it was extended in 1310. The
Compagnia was built between 1400 and 1412.
The fresco by Manfredino d’Alberto, showing
the Ascension of Christ, is from 1274.

22

Church of San Michele in Cioncio

The church as it appears today is dated at the 12th-13th
century, but perhaps existed before the year 1000.
In the apse soffit overlooking via Bracciolini are
ledges with carved figures.

23

Galleria Vittorio Emanuele

Built by Officine Michelucci by assembling different
elements, it was inaugurated in 1912 as the Galleria
Vittorio Emanuele.

24

Alessandro Manzoni Theatre

Inaugurated in 1694 as the Theatre of the Accademia
dei Risvegliati, it was rebuilt several times and extended during the 18th and early 19th centuries, with
interventions by Antonio Bibiena, Giuseppe Manetti
and Cosimo Rossi Melocchi. Between 1861 and 1864,
when it had been completely renovated, it was named
first Regio Theatre and then Manzoni Theatre.
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Church of San Benedetto and
Monteoliveto monastery

The complex was founded in 1380 and the church was
later raised in status to an abbey. It was rebuilt in the 17th
century and in the 18th it was dedicated to San Leopoldo.
In 1786 it hosted the Pistoiese diocesan synod, later condemned by Pope Pius VI. Today the monastery is a recreation centre for the elderly.
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Pantheon of illustrious Italians

Designed in 1811 as a Pantheon, it was inaugurated in
1827 as a coffee house.

27

Church of San Biagino

(formerly Santa Maria in Borgo Strada)
Built in the 13th century over an older church, it was rebuilt after the fire which seriously damaged it in 1340.

28

Palazzo Ganucci Cancellieri

Built at the end of the 16th century to the design of
the Pistoiese architect Jacopo Lafri.

29

Church and monastery
of St.Francis			

Founded in 1289 on the site of the former church
of Santa Maria “al prato”; it was rearranged inside
between the 16th and 17th centuries. In the 19th
century, after the abolishment of religious orders, the
monastery complex was abandoned, and restoration
work to recuperate the medieval structure was only
begun in 1927.
The 14th century frescoes in the great chapel are
attributed to Dalmasio of Bologna and in the other
chapels and on the walls of the hall are medieval frescoes. The paintings are from the 16th-17th century.
In the sacristy are frescoes from the end of the 14th
century, depicting Scenes from the Life of Christ and
Saints and in the Chapterhouse the frescoes are also
from the end of the 14th century, show the Tree of Life
and Stories of Christ and St. Francis.
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Church of Saints Prospero
and Philip and
Fabroniana Chapter Library

Founded in the 12th century and transformed in the
17th with the establishment of the Philippine order, it
was rebuilt in the 18th century and raised by order of
cardinal Carlo Agostino Fabroni to house his valuable
library, wich still exists.
The frescoes covering the walls and vault are by
the Florentine Giovan Domenico Ferretti, and were
finished in 1746.
The paintings are from the 17th and 18th centuries. In
the library is a beautiful 18th century reading room.

31

Palazzo Fabroni
Contemporary Visual Arts

The palace formerly belonged to the Pistoiese Dondori family and later to the Fabroni family who rebuilt it between 1748 and 1769. It is now a centre for
shows and contemporary art exhibitions.

32

Church of Sant’Andrea

The current appearance of the church, wich may be
the former cathedral, dates back to 1166.
The entrance portal has a decorated lintel, dated
at 1166, showing the Journey of the Magi, the work of
the masters Gruamonte, Enrico and Adeodato.
On the column to the right of the portal is the sculpted head (badly damaged) of Musetto II, king of the
Balearics, defeated by the Pistoiese captain Grandonio
de‘ Ghisilieri.
The pulpit is by Giovanni Pisano, dated at 1301,
and on the right, in a niche, is his statue of Sant’ Andrea,
taken from the facade where it was replaced by a copy.
The carved marble panels, by the Como school, come
from the former presbyterial enclosure of Pistoia cathedral In the left nave on the 16th century fresco
showing the Crucifixion and Saints, is a wooden cru-

cifix attributed to Giovanni Pisano.
In the apse, the 17th century painting shows the Holy
Image of Lucca.

33

Church of the Madonna
del Carmine			

Recorded in 1192 this is one of the oldest churches
in the city. Its current appearance dates back to the
12th-13th century.

34

Church of the Holy Spirit

Built alongside the Jesuit College in 1647 to the design
of Father Tommaso Ramignani, it was dedicated to
Saint Ignatius of Loyola.
The high altar is decorated with polychrome
marble to the design of Gian Lorenzo Bernini, with
altarpiece by Pietro Berrettini da Cortona, showing the
Apparition of Christ to St Ignatius of Loyola, 1668.
High up to the left of the room is the organ, by Wilhelm
Hermans 1664. The paintings are from the 17th century.

35

Church of San Jacopo in Castellare

Recorded in 1192 this is one of the oldest churches
in the city. Its current appearance dates back to the
12th-13th century.

36

Former church and convent
of San Mercuriale		

Built from the 10th century the convent is mentioned
in 1076 while in 1106 the church is mentioned for
the first time. Extended during the 14th century, the
building was totally rebuilt during the baroque period. It is now the centre of the magistrate‘s court.

37

Forteguerriana
Municipal Library		

Officially established in 1696 but already in its current location since 1533, the library originated from
the Sapienza school founded at the end of the 15th
century by Cardinal Niccolò Forteguerri.

38

Ceppo Hospital 		

Founded in 1277 it was extended after the plague of
1348. Halfway through the 15th century the loggia
was added, decorated in the 1520’s with a polychrome
frieze.
The rose windows and frieze showing the Santi
Buglioni Seven Merciful Works in glazed terracotta are
by Giovanni della Robbia.
The Museum of Surgical Instruments is situated
in the Filippo Pacini Medical Academy.

39

Palazzo Panciatichi or Balì

Built in the 14th century and rebuilt in the 16th, the
palazzo retains the groin windows in Medieval stone, according to French tradition.

40

Church and convent of
San Lorenzo			

Founded by the Augustinians in 1278, the complex was
completed about halfway through the 16th century.
Abolished by Napoleon around 1810, it was closed in
1880. It was for a long time the military recruiting centre
and is now under renovation.

41

Church of Santa Liberata, formerly
Santa Maria in Borgo Bambini

Mentioned in the 13th century as Santa Maria in
Borgo and later in Borgo Bambini, it was dedicated
to Santa Liberata in the 17th century when the Romanesque building was altered and extended.

42

Church and Convent
of San Pier Maggiore		

The church which may have been founded in the 8th century was extended in the 9th and the interior was rebuilt
in the 17th century. The monastery is currently used as
the State High School of Art. The 13th century lintel of
the central door shows the Apostolic Mission.

43

Church of Santa Maria
delle Grazie o del Letto

46

Church and convent of
Santissima Annunziata

Built in the 15th century as a Marian sanctuary to
commemorate the miraculous fresco showing the
Madonna with child.

The old 14th century church was completely rebuilt
between the 17th and 18th centuries with the convent complex of the Ordine dei Servi di Maria.

The wooden coffered ceiling is from the early
16th century.
Inside the left chapel is the bed belonging to the girl
miraculously cured by the Madonna, which came
from the former hospital of Saints Donnino and
Lorenzo. On the high altar is the worshipped image
of the Madonna with child and high up on the left is
the organ by Antonio and Filippo Tronci, 1755 The
paintings are 16th century.

In the hall are 18th century frescoes, stuccoes
and furnishings, while the paintings are from the 16th
and 17th century. There are 17th century frescoes in
the cloister.

44

Church of
San Bartolomeo in Pantano

Founded around 760 by Gaidoaldo, chief physician
of Desiderio and Adelchi (the last Longobard kings),
it was rebuilt in romanesque style halfway through the
12th century.
The lintel of the central door which is from 1167
shows the Incredulity of San Tommaso.
The pulpit is by Guido da Como from 1250 and
the marble bas-reliefs on the left wall of the church
come from a destroyed romanesque pulpit.
In the apse, the 13th century fresco with Cristo Pantocreator and Saint John the Baptist is attributed to
Manfredino d‘Alberto.
The ancient wooden crucifix shows Christ on the
trunk of a tree, and the paintings are from the 17th
and 18th centuries.

45

Church of San Desiderio

This was part of the Benedictine convent complex
founded in 1515 in the premises of the hospital
(founded in 1450 by bishop Donato de‘ Medici). The
monastery was abolished in 1786.
On the end wall is a fresco by Sebastiano Vini
showing The ten thousand martyrs, 1570.

47

Church of San Giovanni
Decollato or del Tempio

Founded as the church of a hospital in the 11th century, in the 13th century it passed to the order of the
Templars and later to the knights of Malta.
It was rebuilt in the 17th century.
In via Nemoreto is the chapel containing the
14th century Madonna breastfeeding the Christchild, known as the Madonna del Rastrello, which
was the object of a miraculous event in 1534.

48

Santa Barbara fortress

Built on the instructions of Cosimo I de‘ Medici in the
first half of the 16th century over pre-existent 14th century
building, it was modified at the end of the century by Bernardo Buontalenti who added the ramparts. The building
was completely disarmed in 1774 and used subsequently
as a barracks, military prison and recruiting centre.

51

Church and convent
of San Domenico		

This was built at the end of the 13th century next to
the Domenican monastery built in 1259 and extended in 1380. The interior was modified during the 17th
and 18th centuries.
The four 17th century Rospigliosi family sepulchral momunments are on either side of the transept
and on the right wall of the hall is the monument to
Filippo Lazzari, by Bernardo and Antonio Rossellino,
made between 1462 and 1464
The paintings are from the 16th and 17th centuries.

Church and monastery of
Church of Santa Maria Nuova Sant‘Antonio Abate or del Tau

First mentioned in 998, and rebuilt in 1266, it was then
extended in the 15th and 17th centuries. It is now private
property and used as a storeroom.
In the apse area the decorated soffit ledges are
13th century.

49

50

Church of San Paolo

Of late medieval origin, the building was extended between the 13th and 14th centuries. The neogothic additions were made halfway through the 19th century.
The entrance portal has gothic style sculptured
decorations which were partially reworked in the
19th century.
The paintings are from the 16th and 17th centuries
and the frescoes in the sacresty are 14th and 15th century.

52

The complex was built in the second half of the 14th
century by the Canons of the Tau or of Sant‘Antonio
Abate, who lived there until 1774. Since 1990 the
monastery has housed a museum.
The frescoes by Niccolò di Tommaso showing the
Stories from the Old and New Testaments and Stories
from the Life of Sant’Antonio Abate are from 1372.
Inside the monastery is the Centro di Documentazione and the Marino Marini Foundation.

53

Convent and chapel of Santa
Maria degli Angeli or delle
monache de Sala

The complex has existed since the 14th century and was totally rebuilt from1604 for the Benedictine nuns. The church
was rebuilt at the beginning of the 18th century when it was
decorated throughout with stuccoes and frescoes.
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